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Inception Report A

Borderland Biashara – The Informal Trade Ecosystem at the Border
The informal economy of East Africa must be addressed
strategically for the sustainable impact of trade related
growth initiatives in the region to take root and flourish.
Recognized for its size, reach and importance to livelihoods,
it is still nonentheless considered terra incognita by both
institutional and market researchers as well as business
analysts. Where do we begin our process of discovery and
understanding?

Framing the Problem
In light of Trade Mark East Africa's mandate in the East
African region and their goals for the near future, the
borderland economy has been selected as the starting point.
Economic activity intensifies near the borders, clustering
around key nodes on trading routes in the region. Businesses
sprout up to take advantage of the constant flow of traffic.
People are attracted by the opportunities offered by the
hustle and bustle unlike the sleepier pace in most market
towns further upcountry.
We see the borderland as an ecosystem in its own right,
distinct from the more agriculture dominated economy
across rural East Africa, with greater emphasis on trade and
services. The vast majority of this activity falls within the
informal sector, as is the case with the bulk of the region's
economy. Considering it an ecosystem allows us to take a
holistic view rather than narrowing our focus on a particular
demographic - women, for instance - or specific activity cross border trade.
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We step back from the details to take a broader view of the
entire operating environment of the borderland economy.
Our second decision was to step back from the labels of informal
economy and informal trade with all their contradictory
definitions, categorization and implications of illegality to
consider only what is colloquially known as biashara. The
kiSwahili word biashara can mean business, commerce, trade,
the business enterprise itself as well as barter. This allows us to
cover a far greater range of activities being conducted at the
border than just the conventional meaning of the English word
"trade". At the same time, it excludes the tax evasion by formal
firms or other illicit activities at the border, since these are not
considered biashara per se.
This reframing helps us refine the focus and scope the
boundaries of our study with greater clarity. It also lets us design
our research process in line with the aims below:
1.3. A key characteristic of trade in East Africa, as in many other
places across the continent, is the large proportional volume of
trade that is informal in nature. As TMEA enters the design
process for its second phase of operations, we need to better
understand the particular issues affecting informal trade in key
borders within the EAC Region, South Sudan and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) and to also understand how TMEA can
position itself to develop structured programmes aimed at
growing and formalising informal trade in tandem with TMEA’s
objectives of inclusive, sustainable prosperity through increased
trade.
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Our Research Approach and Philosophy

Prior work1 in the last mile of the agricultural development
value chain in rural Kenya has shown us that the linkages
between activities and actors are not as linear nor as clearly
demarcated as textbook diagrams make them out to be.
There is a complex value web of relationships and
transactions - value flows such as information on supply and
demand; exchanges of goods and services; as well as fiat
currency and currency equivalents - that take place in the
social and economic ecosystem. Given the relationships
between markets and teh known proportions of agricultural
produce being traded in the region, we believe that a similar
value web of biashara exists at the borderland. This will be
our starting point to anchor our exploratory user research to
understand and map the Borderland Biashara Ecosystem.

Immersion Methodology
Professional design ethnography research is primarily used by
companies as part of the User-centered design (UCD) process
for the design and development of new products and
services.
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UCD is an approach to design that grounds the process in
information about the people who are the intended end-users.
The focus is on users throughout the planning, design and
development processes. There is an international standard (ISO
13407: Human-centred design process) that defines a general
process for including human-centered activities throughout a
development lifecycle, but does not specify exact methods.
Exploratory design research is a variation of the technique used
as a means of anticipating future customer needs, trends or for
holistic understanding of a new market. Often starting with a
guiding theme but not knowing the full extent of what will be
learnt and discovered, it helps to find a way to meaningfully
engage and understand people during the discovery phase.
Tony Salvador, Genevieve Bell, and Ken Anderson describe2 design
ethnography as being "a way of understanding the particulars of
daily life in such a way as to increase the success probability of a
new product or service or, more appropriately, to reduce the
probability of failure specifically due to a lack of understanding
of the basic behaviors and frameworks of consumers."

Research Approach (continued)
Development and selection of user profiles (sampling)
Design ethnography aims to gather an in-depth
understanding of human behavior and the reasons that
govern such behavior. The qualitative method investigates
the why and how of decision making, not just what, where,
when. Hence, smaller but focused and representative
samples are more often needed, rather than large random
samples.
Jakob Nielsen has found3 that 5 users can provide upto 80%
of the information required. In the practice of exploratory
design research however the heuristic approach is to select
6 to 8 profiles in each location, based on secondary research
on population demographics as well as the focus and intent
of the study.
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Scope of the Discovery Phase
Thus, the goals of the Discovery phase of the project
(November/December 2015) are to discover the value web of
borderland biashara and identify and describe the archetypes
that are representative of this activity for more indepth and
structured qualitative research that would inform and inspire
the conceptual design of the pilot program/s.
Our discovery phase begins with these questions (Mapping the
value web):
1. Who are the key actors in the Borderland Biashara
Ecosystem? Why? What are their roles?
2. How crucial is the ‘border’ in promoting the biashara?
What distinguishes this economic ecosystem from the
surrounding region? Patterns informing demand and supply.
3. What are the local patterns of biashara? Goods, services,
currency, information. How far do they extend from teh
border i.e. the limits of the borderland ecosystem as
distinguished from the rest of the local region, and the impact
of its intensity.
4. What are the drivers & triggers initiating biashara,
especially trade in the border area? (I.e. tradition, situation,
(lack of) education, (lack of) opportunities, etc.)
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5. What are the market forces acting on the borderland
ecosystem, including globalization?

Simultaneously, we begin desk research and analysis that allows
us frame these findings and contextualize them in the larger
context of the East African region and its informal economy.
Informal cross border trade is a subset of the informal economy,
and this must be grasped for grounding our research findings in
the context of this operating environment.
Further, in order to identify the opportunities for interventions
which offer the optimal impact, we need to understand not only
the relationship between the borderland and its surrounding
region but also the way biashara links to the formal economy.
Our discovery phase initiates the reflective design exercise of
prototyping and testing research and discovery tools for
Borderland Biashara Ecosystem mapping. A working prototype of
this methodology will form the bulk of inception report B which
initiates the Validation phase in January/February 2016.
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Assumptions to be validated
Assumptions implicitly being made in numerous other research
reports on cross border trade, particularly in the informal
sector, have been synthesized into points to be validated or
clarified further through the discovery process.
●

●

●

●

●

●

All traders are not alike. How would we segment them?
One size does not fit all.
People may have more than one occupation. What are the
other sources of income?
All informal biashara actors are not poor. Who are the
most vulnerable or excluded?
Are there archetypes (user profiles) with greater influence
and impact on the ecosystem than others?
Role and importance of social and cultural human factors
in trade and related activities.
ICBT grounded in the context of the rural and informal
economy.
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